Econocom awarded the Ecovadis Gold Medal

The Econocom Group, a responsible digital entrepreneur, has been awarded the Ecovadis gold medal, a platform for evaluating CSR performance, in recognition of its achievements in 2022. With a rating of 70/100 - which represents an increase of four points per year since 2019 (or 12 points in three years) - Econocom ranks among the top 5% of companies most compliant with Ecovadis CSR criteria.

Econocom had already won a silver medal in 2019, but this award recognizes its capacity to place impact at the forefront of its activities, particularly in terms of the environment, social responsibility, ethics and responsible procurement – which were the four topics being assessed by Ecovadis.

“Our group’s commitment is being recognized by all our customers and partners, and is an integral part of our core identity as a responsible digital entrepreneur: it's embedded in all our activities. Winning this Ecovadis Gold Medal is very good news, but I nonetheless view this award not as an achievement, but as a prod to step up our efforts and progress”, said Jean-Louis Bouchard, Chairman of Econocom.

“This gold medal represents a collective success, rewarding the hard work accomplished by all of Econocom’s departments and staff members. This 12-point increase in three years is testament to the evolution of Group policy towards ever higher standards in terms of impact”, said Véronique Di Benedetto, Econocom Vice-President in charge of Corporate Social Responsibility.